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Executive Summary 

• Perhaps more than any other tech and media sector, mobile has gained attention 

and investment over the past three years.  

• This has been driven by hardware innovation, smartphone penetration and 

resulting increases in mobile Web and app usage.  

• Advertiser adoption hasn’t caught up with mobile usage. Mobile holds a 10 

percent share of U.S. consumers’ media time, but only a 1 percent share of ad 

revenue.  

• In terms of ad market economies, this is tantamount to an imbalance in supply 

(user impressions) and demand (ad dollars). This has lowered demand-driven ad 

rates such as CPMs; as well as ARPU levels for companies leading the mobile 

revolution including Google, Facebook and Pandora.  

• A few factors will “save” mobile ads from this supply/demand imbalance that has 

mitigated the sell-side monetization opportunity. For one, mobile’s heightened 

user engagement, relative to other ad supported media, will create premium 

inventory that boosts advertiser demand and ad rates.  

• One of the main sources of this premium inventory will be location targeted ads. 

Their value will be a function of congruence with user intent, such as 50 percent 

of Google mobile searches that seek local information. 

• Improved ad performance will result from location targeting – a concept already 

evident from data shared by mobile ad networks cited in this report. 

• Advertiser demand will follow in a slow but inevitable process of market evolution 

and education over the next 12-24 months.  

• This will include a down-market shift to the SMB segment where mobile 

advertising hasn’t penetrated to a meaningful degree.  

• The larger opportunity will be for national advertisers that build 

effective mobile local campaigns.  

• This local shift is in line with the “native advertising” movement, which 

incorporates the mobile device’s unique capabilities and use cases. We’re only 

beginning to see such strategies develop, but they’ll be common to the winners in 

mobile advertising.  

• This will play out through a developing value chain of publishers, ad networks, 

location data providers and ad tech startups. This report examines best practices 

and challenges seen throughout the components of this ecosystem.   
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Starting Point: Where are We Now? 

One of the critical components of BIA/Kelsey’s mobile ad revenue forecast (U.S. 
Mobile Local Media Forecast (2011-2016)) was the breakdown of ad dollars associated 
with location-targeted campaigns. Currently projected at about 41 percent ($664 
million), they are projected to grow to 58 percent ($5.8 billion) by 2016. 

As with many advertising media, the reasons for this growth begin with consumer 
behavior. Google reports that half of mobile search queries have local intent. That is 
much higher than the 17.5 percent of desktop search queries that have local intent 
according to BIA/Kelsey.  

Following the typical pattern of new media, advertiser adoption of location based 
mobile marketing trails consumer adoption. It’s been relatively slow-moving until now, 
but we see growing signs of an imminent tipping point for location-based mobile ad 
adoption. 

This tipping point will happen as mobile ads move down market to SMBs. So what will 
drive this trend? SMBs’ evolving savvy, self-serve tools (e.g., Google AdWords), and 
more of a “push” from local media organizations that deliver digestible mobile 
marketing bundles are key drivers. 

Such bundles can include mobile advertising or presence (e.g., mobile website), that 
is included as part of a “one-stop-shop” local media package. That can come with the 
benefit of cross promoting an advertiser’s presence across print, online and mobile. 

Figure 1: Local’s Share of the U.S. Mobile Ad Market 

 
(Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012) 
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But the larger reason for the mobile-local share shift will be the evolution of national 
advertisers. To date, national advertisers have run mostly mobile campaigns that 
mirror the tactics of the desktop, missing opportunities for more precise location 
targeting.  

This “habit creep” from desktop advertising has actually damaged advertisers’ 
perception of ROI – simply because they’re building and measuring the wrong things. 
That lack of perceived ROI has kept advertiser demand low.  

For example, advertisers generally prefer to stay in their comfort zone of ad metrics 
such as CPCs (cost per click) and CPMs (cost per thousand impressions). However, 
mobile user intent and activity can sometimes be captured better with CPA (cost per 
action) based metrics such as tracking phone calls or conversions. 

“On our mMedia platform, many of our partners and agencies prefer CPM, so in 
addition to our CPC offering, we launched a CPM solution last September,” Millennial 
Media VP of self-service advertising, Henry Tam told BIA/Kelsey. “In many ways, it’s 
a simpler sale for local reps and for local clients.” 

Furthermore, conversions themselves are different in mobile than desktop. Advertisers 
accustomed to assigning ROI (return on investment) based on ecommerce 
transactions will be disappointed with mobile – where conversions are more often 
made offline. 

As a result of all of this, advertiser demand has fallen behind the supply of ad 
inventory, which is a function of mobile usage. This has kept mobile ad rates 
depressed, thus mitigating the monetization opportunity for publishers and app 
developers who rely on ad support. 

The good news is that this will turn around as advertiser evolution and education 
drive demand. Other factors boosting demand – and mobile ad rates with it – will be 
sources of premium ad inventory whose performance drives adoption and value.  

Examples of premium ad inventory include achievement based ads (i.e., “earned 
media”) in things such as games or fitness apps. There are also organically generated 
or native ads such as Facebook’s “Sponsored Stories” which show promising early 
results (explored below).  

But the biggest form of premium ad inventory will come from local relevance. We’re 
already seeing high ad performance from location targeting reported by ad networks. 
And an entire subsector is germinating around data that adds context to location-
based ad requests. 

ROI and ad performance continue to be tracked with traditional metrics such as click 
through rates, in addition to emerging key performance indicators (KPIs) like phone 
calls, directions, or offline transactions. These metrics can more effectively capture 
mobile user actions and ROI. 

This is all in congruence with the swelling industry battle cry of “native development” 
(A.K.A “mobile first”). This is the concept of building apps, ads and analytics 
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specifically for the mobile device – including its inherent qualities, capabilities and 
unique user behavior.  

We’re only starting to see native advertising strategies that incorporate these 
variables. This will be a common attribute to the winners in mobile; and be a key 
factor in advertiser effectiveness, perceived ROI, and ultimately demand. And there’s 
a long way to go.  

This quickly developing ecosystem includes tech companies laying the tracks; evolving 
user behavior; and advertisers (usually in that order of execution). The latter category 
begs the key questions: How to capture their interest in mobile, and their budgets?  

In the following pages we’ll examine the opportunities in capturing those ad dollars, 
and the best practices of the industry players that are navigating its many challenges.  

The Baseline: Mobile Usage 

In the four years BIA/Kelsey’s Mobile Local Media program has existed (and the many 
previous years covering mobile in a less formalized way), we’ve seen an explosion in 
mobile usage as illustrated in Figure 2.  

Figure 2: Smartphone Penetration 

 
(Source: Nielsen, 2012) 
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Figure 3: Smartphone Share Relative to Other Media Devices 

 
(Source: BI Intelligence, 2012) 

The iPhone spawned legions of touch screen devices that made mobile a primary 
access point for tens of millions of Americans. And many developed markets globally 
continue to follow similar user adoption and behavioral trends.  

As of June 2012, smartphone penetration was 55 percent of U.S. mobile subscribers 
in June 2012 (Nielsen) and BIA/Kelsey projects it will reach 75 percent by 2016. 
Meanwhile Pew Research reports that 17 percent of mobile consumers use their 
devices as primary Internet access points. 

Figure 4: Mobile Gains Status as Primary Connection Device 

 
(Source: Pew Research 2012) 
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These trends have led to a flood of content consumption through apps, mobile web, 
email and many other developing mobile distribution formats.  

When compared to other media like newspapers, television and desktop Internet, 
mobile holds a 10 percent share of users’ time. More importantly, this figure is on an 
upswing, compared with maturing (television) or declining (newspaper) media. 

Figure 5: Mobile’s Share of Consumers’ Media Time 

 
(Source: KPCB 2012) 

Imbalanced Equation 

One downside to all of this consumer usage growth is that ad dollars haven’t kept 
pace. Compared to the 10 percent share of users’ media time cited above, mobile 
holds a disproportionate 1 percent share of ad dollars according to Kleiner Perkins 
Caufield & Byers (KPCB). 

This imbalance is a double-edged sword. On the positive side, it indicates headroom 
for mobile advertising growth, as natural forces of market equilibrium will bring 
demand (ad dollars) closer to supply (mobile usage and resulting ad inventory). 

But on the negative side, this supply/demand imbalance has depressed mobile ad 
rates. This has happened to the tune of 5X lower eCPMs (effective cost per thousand) 
for mobile advertising, compared to the desktop average. Rates vary across 
advertising formats and categories. 
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Figure 6: Mobile eCPMs 5X Lower Than Desktop 

 
(Source: KPCB 2012) 

These lower ad rates in mobile are an advantage to advertisers, who can access and 
experiment with undervalued inventory. But it’s clearly a disadvantage for app 
developers and publishers whose monetization potential is diminished as a result.  

This can be seen in the average ad revenue per user (ARPU) for leading mobile 
products, when compared with online benchmarks. In many cases it’s lower among 
leading mobile consumer products and brands such as Pandora.  

 

Table 1: Mobile ARPUs Remain Low for Industry Leaders 

 
(Source: Pandora, Tencent, Zinga 2012) 
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Facebook is another telling example. It has received a great deal of attention for its 
efforts to boost its sagging market cap. This has partly resulted from advertiser 
unease with a user base that is flocking to mobile – a touch point that remains 
undermonetized.  

Specifically, more than half of Facebook’s one billion global users are identified by the 
company as monthly active users (MAUs). As this number grows, mobile’s lack of 
monetization (relative to desktop) has caused downward pressure on overall ARPU.  

Table 2: Facebook’s ARPUs Dragged Down by Mobile 

 
(Source: Facebook S-1, 2012) 

The challenge here comes down to the fact that mobile screens are smaller, so it’s 
harder to integrate ads to the same degree as the desktop. That challenge takes form 
both quantitatively (fill rates) and qualitatively (appropriate formats).  

Facebook is innovating different monetization models and ad formats that work 
against these challenges. These include mobile “Sponsored Stories” (explained below) 
which exhibit the qualities of native advertising.  

Meanwhile, Google faces a similar challenge. Mobile cost per click (CPC) is less than 
desktop CPC because bid pressure in mobile is less than desktop. This is a direct 
function of the relatively slow mobile advertiser demand levels mentioned earlier.  

So, as more and more users flock to mobile (Google estimates that 20 percent of its 
searches are mobile), lower mobile CPCs will naturally apply downward pressure on 
Google’s overall CPC average. This can already be seen in its CPC trend over the past 
18 months.  
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Table 3: Google’s Average CPC Dragged Down by Mobile 

 
(Source: KPCB, 2012) 

The Good News 

So what can be done about this admittedly bleak picture of mobile advertising? We 
believe there is a silver lining, represented by a few market factors that signal mobile 
ad demand growth. A move towards supply and demand equilibrium, mentioned 
above, is one of them.  

Additionally, we can infer support for mobile advertising’s growth by viewing desktop 
ARPU as an historical proxy. Following a similar early period of advertiser reticence 
and slow adoption, desktop ARPU has grown from $9 in 1995 to roughly $49 at 
present.  

Mobile ARPUs could follow a similar growth pattern as advertisers evolve with the 
medium. Advertisers will also be naturally drawn to user engagement levels and ad 
performance, not to mention the currently undervalued mobile inventory cited above.  

Table 4: Desktop ARPU as a Historical Proxy for Mobile 

 
(Source: KPCB, 2012) 

This argument can be taken a step further with the assertion that mobile is currently 
in a stronger position than the desktop web was in 1995. That’s evident in its growth 
rate, levels of user engagement, and resulting sources of premium ad inventory.  

Examples of premium ad inventory include things such as “earned” or achievement 
based advertising in mobile gaming, fitness or other game mechanic-based content. 
Companies innovating with native advertising in these fields include Kiip. 
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Kiip works with advertisers to promote their products as rewards for mobile gaming 
achievements, or fitness milestones. To do this, it has worked with publishers of 
games and fitness apps, and with advertisers that are contextually relevant (e.g., 
energy drinks).  

But the area of innovation that represents the greatest source of mobile premium 
advertising will be local. Due to user intent and hardware capability, location targeted 
ads will “save” mobile ad monetization from these overall deficiencies.  

Local Saves the Day 
Mobile ad revenues in the U.S. were $1.6 billion in 2011, according to BIA/Kelsey, 
projected to grow to $9.9 billion by 2016. This follows a course that’s congruent with 
current and expected levels of mobile usage, content consumption, advertiser 
adoption and ad rates.  

Drilling down further, location targeted advertising will account for a growing slice of 
this overall mobile ad revenue pie. As mentioned above, BIA/Kelsey projects it to 
grow from $700 million in 2011 (a 41 percent share) to $5.8 billion in 2016 (a 58 
percent share). 

Figure 7: Redux: Local’s Share of the U.S. Mobile Ad Market 

 
(Source: BIA/Kelsey, 2012) 

Like all local media BIA/Kelsey tracks, this is defined by ads that are placed with the 
intention of being viewed in specific geographic areas.  Examples include in-app 
banner ads shown to users in certain geofences (i.e., virtual perimeter for a real world 
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geographic area); search ads based on explicit or implicit (GPS) location queries; local 
calls to-action; or local ad creative.  

Beyond classifications, the larger question remains: Why will local be so dominant? 
The share shift may seem aggressive at first, but begins to make sense after 
considering the market factors impacting mobile advertising. Here are the three 
primary reasons.  

Reason 1: Usage. 
Mobile local search is on the rise. As mentioned, Google reports that 50 percent of 
mobile searches have local intent. Momentum is evident in the fact that mobile held a  
40 percent share one year ago and 33 percent the year before that.  

Reason 2: Advertiser Evolution 
Brands and agencies are the largest source of mobile ad spending in the United 
States, but they’re only now starting in large part to break out of the “habit creep” of 
porting over online campaign elements to the smaller screen. 

Location is the fastest growing of the many granular mobile device targeting 
capabilities that are starting to take hold. Millennial Media reported last year that 
location targeting in mobile ads on its self-service platform grew exponentially in the 
last nice months.  

“Local targeting is by far the fastest growing segment on mMedia our self-serve ad 
platform right now,” Millennial Media’s VP of self-serve advertising, Henry Tam told 
BIA/Kelsey. “That includes advertisers from local retail to local real estate agencies.” 

Of the many granular targeting capabilities of the mobile device starting to take hold, 
location is the fastest growing. Millennial Media reported last year that location 
targeting in mobile ads is up 53 percent year-over-year, and continues to grow. 

“Local targeting is by far the fastest growing segment on our network right now,” 
Millennial Media’s VP of self-serve advertising, Henry Tam told us. “That varies from 
the real estate agent to 7-11 running promotional banner ads to sell Slurpees.” 

A September 2012 survey by Balihoo likewise indicates mobile local ad growth from 
national advertisers. (See figure 12.) Among local marketing efforts, mobile holds a 
relatively low 32 percent penetration. However it leads all categories in aspirational 
future use. (See figure 13.) 
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Figure 8: Mobile a Big Initiative for Local Marketers 

 
(Source: eMarketer, 2012) 

Figure 9: Aspirational Future Digital Marketing Use 

 
(eMarketer, 2012)  
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Reason 3: Premium Ad Rates 
The two factors above will drive volume growth in mobile local ad inventory and ads 
placed (fill rates). In parallel, premium ad rates – identified by a higher tier of dollar 
values – will further accelerate the dollar share shift that BIA/Kelsey projects.  

These premiums will result from higher ad performance, relative to non-location 
targeted benchmarks. There’s already evidence of this, as several mobile ad networks 
report high mobile local ad performance to BIA/Kelsey. 

Performance Grade 

As the second largest mobile ad network (behind Google) Millennial Media operates on 
a scale that offers statistically significant evidence of mobile local advertising’s 
performance. 

The firm tells BIA/Kelsey it plans to invest in technology solutions to improve location 
based targeting. Consistent with our outlook, it believes these performance deltas 
indicate considerable revenue potential, and the source of demand-driven ad 
premiums. 

Specifically, Millennial has measured mobile ad performance for ads targeted to 
specific neighborhoods or advertiser-defined geographic polygons. The CTRs from 
these ads consistently outperformed that of broader DMA-level ad targeting. 

Figure 10: Locally Targeted Ad Performance  

 
(Source: Millennial Media 2012) 

Supporting our theory for performance-driven growth in mobile ad rates, these 
location targeted ads are already demanding premiums according to Millennial’s Tam. 
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They’ll continue to increase as advertiser demand grows – especially in CPC bid 
marketplaces. 

Additional evidence comes from smaller ad networks that are more specifically 
focused on the location targeting opportunity. This emerging crop of players include 
xAd, YP, LSN, Telenav, Moasis, WHERE, and a growing list that BIA/Kelsey 
speaks with regularly.  

Supporting Millennial’s data, xAd provided figures to BIA/Kelsey that show mobile local 
display ad CTRs of 0.72 percent (compared with 0.1 percent mobile average), and 
8.13 percent for mobile local search (compared with the 5 percent mobile average).  

Figure 11: Mobile Local Search and Display Ad CTRs 

 
(Source: xAd 2012) 

Taking this a step further, the value assessment doesn’t stop at click performance. 
Perhaps more important is what’s happening after the click. These “secondary 
actions” (phone calls, driving directions, etc.) can indicate a more tangible ROI than 
clicks alone.  

Specifically, 36 percent of the search clicks measured by xAd resulted in one of these 
secondary actions. Most of those were phone calls (58 percent), followed by directions 
(36 percent) and clicking to view more information about a business (1 percent).  

Figure 12: Digging Deeper: Secondary Actions in Mobile Local Ads 

 
(Source: xAd 2012) 

There are a few main takeaways here for mobile publishers and app developers:  

1. Mobile Local intent: Provide calls-to-action that better monetize that intent 
(e.g., maps & directions). 
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2. Native Advertising: Provide calls-to-action that are consistent with the 
hardware (e.g., phone calls). 

3. Monetization: Go deeper in advertiser categories where certain user actions are 
valued (e.g., phone calls). 

Point 3 is perhaps most important. Businesses that set appointments or sell products 
over the phone for example, are beginning to show demand for the increased call 
volumes that mobile can deliver (think insurance, travel or dentists).1 

The same applies to maps and directions. When offered with mobile ads, these can 
provide valuable “lower funnel” indications of ROI. This resonates with businesses 
where driving customers to their front door can better capture conversions (think 
retail or restaurants). 

Mobile navigation and local search company Telenav is a good example of this. The 
company’s “drive to” advertising allows businesses to pay for conversions that are 
represented by customers that navigate directly to a business. This takes the place of 
traditional click-based ad marketplaces. (We offer more detail on Telenav later.) 

Figure 13: Store Locators a Top Campaign Element for Retail/Restaurant 
Advertisers 

 
(Source: Millennial Media 2012) 

Meanwhile, Millennial Media reports growing advertiser demand for campaign tactics 
that drive this foot traffic. In a November 2012 report, the company indicated that 
store locators are used in 19 percent of all advertisers’ campaigns.  

Segmenting out retail and restaurants, this figure jumps to 44 percent. Furthermore, 
38 percent of national advertisers in the retail and restaurants category report that 
increased foot traffic is a primary campaign goal – the prevalent goal reported. 

                                                

1 See BIA/Kelsey report: Call-Based Ads: Eliminating the Unknown From Advertising, June 2012 
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Figure 14: Local Foot Traffic is a Top Mobile Advertiser Goal 

 
(Source: Millennial Media 2012) 

All of these examples come together under the broader notion that user intent can be 
aligned with advertiser goals. To capture such “holy grail” moments in mobile local 
advertising, the goal is to optimize and position calls-to-action that meet that intent.  

The Path to Purchase 

Not only is mobile behavior evolving and showing clear signs of local commercial 
intent, but users’ purchase funnel behavior is increasingly weaving in and out of 
different touch points throughout the physical and digital worlds.  

One recent proof point to document this trend was a report co-produced by xAd and 
call monetization firm Telmetrics, and administered by Nielsen. The report sought to 
measure mobile local behavior throughout the consumer purchase funnel.  

It showed that ads with localized content perform much better and that locally 
relevant content was named as the top ad attribute that causes users to click. Second 
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on that list was the availability of coupons or offers, followed by ads that feature a 
known brand.2  

The Telmetrics findings were congruent with many of the data cited throughout this 
report in correlating mobile to “lower funnel” (closer to the purchase decision) use. 
There were also some notable vertical highlights in the data. For example, among 
mobile searches for restaurants, 85 percent resulted in purchases. 

Figure 15: Telmetrics – Mobile Local Search Shows High Conversions 

 
Source: Telmetrics and xAd (2012) 

This is a very high figure but it stands up to reason, given mobile’s heavy use within 
categories of high immediacy, such as bars and restaurants. However, we found the 
corresponding rate of conversion in the automotive category at 51 percent surprising. 

Automotive is known to be a high consideration category, which correlates to more 
“lean back” research that happens on the desktop or tablet. However it’s evident that 
lower funnel activity still exists when users are ready to buy and looking for more 
directional information. 

Telmetrics CEO Bill Dinan asserts that these data uncover an opportunity for 
advertisers to better craft their campaigns towards the realities of this behavior. And 
that will vary based on a number of factors including business categories, geography 
and device classes. 

“There are lots of questions about how to monetize mobile,” said Dinan. “The 
approach has to consider differences in terms of intent. We’re seeing differences in 
behavior so it’s important to keep in mind that one-size-fits-all in mobile advertising 
won’t work.” 

                                                

2 See BIA/Kelsey’s Loyalty & Transaction Marketing, June 2012. 
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Mobile Local Monetization, Where’s it Going to Happen?  

Despite all of the advantages of location targeted mobile advertising cited throughout 
this report, it’s growth has been slower than expected; just like overall mobile 
advertising, explored earlier.  

Brand advertisers are mostly still set in the habits of CPM- and CPC-based ad buys. 
This prevents them from fully embracing the cost per action (CPA)-based world that 
sometimes better captures the value of high-intent and “lower funnel” mobile local 
interactions. 

Meanwhile, the long-tail SMB marketplace is taking even longer to catch on, as time-
starved merchants aren’t running out to launch their own mobile local campaigns. 
Right now those options are limited to a small but growing set of self-serve tools like 
Google AdWords. 

Though ad networks like Google and Millennial see real revenue, pure mobile local 
products like Foursquare and Yelp haven't done much direct monetization. Though 
they’ve built large communities of mobile users, they’re averse to monetizing them. 

So how will mobile local monetization materialize? Since the mobile device combines a 
phone with high-intent driven search, pay-per-call will be a natural fit. Call 
monetization will find a home in mobile local search products, much more than it did 
on the desktop. 

As explored in BIA/Kelsey’s mobile research, Google and others have already gone 
down this path. The company has shown performance for both call and click rates 
when localized content (including phone numbers) are present in ad copy.3  

This includes businesses’ own phone numbers rather than tracking numbers. This 
recognized area code in some cases legitimizes the ad as being local. The result so far 
has been a 6 percent to 8 percent increase in clicks and calls, compared to ads 
without phone numbers. 

Google, see Figure 16, is driving roughly 15 million calls per month from these ads. 
Interestingly, it charges the same amount for a call as it does for a click. This 
undercuts the call-based marketplace, and creates a valuable opportunity for 
advertisers that value incoming phone leads.   

  

                                                

3 See BIA/Kelsey report: Call-Based Ads: Eliminating the Unknown From Advertising, June 2012. 
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Figure 16: Google Mobile Click-to-Call Ads 

 
(Source: Google 2012) 

As illustrated in Figure 17, Duda Mobile reports high call rates from mobile ads and 
landing pages that follow best practices in layout and design. The company boasts an 
18 percent call rate among its mobile landing pages when phone numbers are 
prominently positioned. 

Figure 17: Duda Mobile: Capture Phone Calls with Good Design 

 
(Source: Duda Mobile 2012) 

This leads to another mobile monetization opportunity; the development, optimization 
and hosting of mobile websites for businesses. This builds on the fact that while 
mobile local search volumes are rising, most mobile websites in aggregate are 
woefully sub-optimized. 
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BIA/Kelsey partner and research firm vSplash reports that less than 2 percent of SMB 
websites are optimized for mobile screens. This mostly entails layout, touch-
friendliness, and calls-to-action that capture the mobile local user intent. 

This opportunity falls under presence management rather than advertising. But as 
consumers access a fragmented universe of sources to make local purchase decisions, 
the need to be present across them grows. This will increasingly include the mobile 
web. 

Google supports this cause through its GoMo effort – a free online resource for 
businesses to optimize mobile websites. Google’s interest lies in growth in search 
activity that will result from a more user-friendly mobile web (as opposed to the 
competing app environment).  

Table 5: Duda Mobile: High Call Volumes 

 
(Source: Duda Mobile 2012) 

Mobile local monetization models will also develop around what Foursquare currently 
provides for free; a dashboard for businesses to launch and manage local deals and 
loyalty programs. The goal here is to drive measurable promotions and dynamic 
demand generation. 

This opens the opportunity to verticals where there's time sensitivity or perishable 
inventory (think restaurants). It therefore straddles local advertising and yield 
management, especially when bundled with things like scheduling tools, as Groupon 
has developed. 

Some of the above will be provisioned directly by savvy SMBs and brand advertisers 
that have dedicated marketing resources. But it mostly represents an opportunity for 
agencies and resellers. Those who can offer simplicity and "one-stop-shop" appeal will 
have a leg up.  
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Mobile Local State of the Union: 3 Examples 

There are a growing number of companies specializing in mobile local products such 
as Yelp, YP and Telenav. They’ve built solid products, user bases and engagement 
levels, but are each at varying stages of mobile monetization.  

The following sections extract best several types of best practices and predictions 
from the monetization strategies of these three hand-picked examples: 

Example No. 1: Yelp 

Earlier last year, Yelp reported to BIA/Kelsey that mobile monetization is in 
development. This point was reinforced during the company’s Q2 earnings call, when 
CEO Jeremy Stoppelman said in no uncertain terms that mobile monetization is in 
Yelp’s future – a status that remains true today. 

This is something we’ve been anticipating for a while, because of Yelp’s leading role in 
local. It has a unique mix of product focus — unencumbered by legacy print products 
— and a growing sales force that attains the direct sales advantages endemic to 
traditional media.  

Early on, Yelp overcame the classic local “chicken and egg” challenge of local’s ability 
to target versus its inability to achieve scale on a local level. It has since become a 
household name in local – a pedestal shared by only a handful of companies.  

Yelp now has one of the top 25 most downloaded apps for iOS, and about 10 percent 
of its monthly unique users – to the tune of 7.2 million people – access Yelp via that 
app. That 10 percent accounts for a whopping 40 percent of Yelp’s overall search 
volume.  

Figure 18: Yelp: High Intent-Driven Mobile Search 

     
(Source: Yelp 2012) 
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On weekends the mobile app’s share of monthly uniques is even higher, when mobile 
searches outweigh desktop. Meanwhile, Yelp generates a phone call to a local 
business every second. This all says a lot about mobile user engagement and Yelp’s 
revenue opportunity once it flips the monetization switch. 

As discussed earlier, this monetization imperative is similar to Facebook’s. Now, as 
more users access the service from an outlet that is under-monetized, as mobile is for 
Yelp, it is logical to believe its ARPUs will go down. We believe it will launch pay-per-
call ads to counter this. 

As Facebook has invented the mobile Sponsored Story, we also expect Yelp to do 
something similar in keeping with the native development trend. This could include 
pay-per-call as well as targeted messaging and promotions within the app’s local 
discovery features.  

Yelp’s challenge in doing this will be to figure out ways to integrate ads that are 
congruent with the mobile user experience, rather than replicating its desktop model. 
The other clear challenge is reaching worthwhile ad coverage while not detracting 
from the user experience. 

Example No. 2: YP 

YP (formerly AT&T interactive) is further along than Yelp and others in making 
inroads to mobile local monetization. Its model is a bit more clearly defined and 
includes pay-per-call, display ads and sponsored search within its in-app local ad 
network.  

This took a step forward in July 2012 when YP launched new geo-specific calls to 
action, such as store locators. These will be integrated right into ad units throughout 
its network, and show users the right information for the closest stores, including 
maps and business details. 

Google offers something similar with its Local Extensions that let national businesses 
upload individual store information so that correct details of the nearest locations 
show up in mobile local searches. YP has a competitive edge with an existing location 
database. 

This can be a powerful tool, given YP’s status as the largest mobile local ad network in 
the United States, says VP of publisher products David Kurtz. This scale lets it 
overcome the local segmentation challenge, where wide-scale reach is sacrificed by 
location targeting.  

"We’re in good spot to do this," Kurtz said. "Store location on mobile isn't new, nor is 
dynamic campaign generation. But we're the first to be able to do it at scale with all 
the assets in one place finally." 
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Figure 19: YP’s In-App Mobile Ad Network 

 
(Source: YP 2012) 

This scale also puts YP in a good knowledge position, using large data samples to 
optimize campaigns on an ongoing basis. In a recent trial with Blockbuster, for 
instance, it modified ads where "secondary actions" (e.g., calls, clicks, maps) were 
performing best. 

"We paused the campaign mid-stream," Kurtz said. "Not because CTRs weren’t good, 
but because we wanted to optimize campaigns in geos where the secondary actions 
are higher." 

In order to make sure YP is providing the greatest value to advertisers, Kurtz says 
that it asks advertisers to choose from a list of actions they want to drive. These of 
course vary per business and include things like calls, directions, and clicks. 

These can provide a clearer ROI to advertisers and could in the future represent CPA 
pricing models. But for now, Kurtz maintains that advertisers' comfort levels lie more 
with CPC and CPM pricing. Secondary actions are more to show that campaigns are 
working. 

This was proven in the Blockbuster trial which saw CTRs around 0.05 percent. Fifty-
five percent of those clicks launched a map while 20 percent clicked on a coupon. 
Another 22 percent of those coupon clicks were shared with friends through social 
media. 
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Figure 20: YP’s Mobile Local 

 

(Source: YP 2012) 

Also sweetening the deal is automatic landing page generation and optimization. Kurtz 
claims these can be built in less than 48 hours, and only require a company logo and 
images. Brand-appropriate color palettes are automatically generated. 

"We take those assets in, and almost overnight we can have them up and running 
with an optimized landing page," Kurtz said. "From there we can continue to push 
users down the funnel, to visit a business.” 

This is all great for large national advertisers with dispersed locations because it 
allows them to infuse local relevance dynamically and at scale. That localization has 
been known to boost ad performance as explored above; and YP's trials further 
support it. 

After these ads prove themselves with national advertisers, their location-centric 
nature could make them applicable to the long tail of local SMBs. But for now, YP is 
sticking with the easier advertiser and user acquisition that's inherent with national 
brands. 
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"It’s still early days, but reaching local consumers and getting them to interact with 
SMBs is tough," Kurtz said. "With nationals, it's a bit easier because their branding is 
more known." 

Example No. 3: Telenav/Scout 

In November 2012, mobile local search and navigation company Telenav acquired 
local ad targeting company ThinkNear for $22.5 million.  

The acquisition brings together ThinkNear’s location targeting technology and 7 billion 
monthly impressions, with Telenav’s own network of consumer-facing navigation 
products such as Scout and AT&T Navigator. These reach 34 million users total. 

But perhaps more important is Telenav’s “Drive-To” advertising. This is a novel ad 
format that attempts to close the loop on discernible ROI by measuring “drives” to a 
physical venue resulting from ads rather than clicks. This makes it “arrival based” 
rather than click or impression-based.  

It does this by measuring when an ad drove someone (literally) to a merchant 
location. This is a natural integration with its core product as it’s used to generate 
directions to physical world locations. The company has reported that up to 40 
percent of ad clicks lead to drives.  

ThinkNear’s technology boosts this capability by targeting ads to sub-100 meter 
accuracy. Its proprietary “Situational Targeting” also overlays contextual data to boost 
relevance. This includes things like weather, day parts and demographic 
characteristics of a location.  

“ThinkNear can layer on more insight and context to any location,” says Telenav 
Senior Direct of Monetization, Ky Tang. “Whether it be raining in the park or a sunny 
day at a baseball game. It takes that context into consideration in its ad logic and ad 
targeting.” 

Figure 21: ThinkNear’s Network Reach: Think National, Act Local 

 
(Source: Thinknear 2012) 
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ThinkNear has reported that this technology improves CTRs 4X on average, when 
compared with non-location targeted benchmarks. Together, ThinkNear and Telenav 
will form the new location based ad network known as Scout Advertising. 

Telenav’s scale and natural fit for arrival based ads combined with ThinkNear’s 
targeting technology and location data will make Scout Advertising a company to 
watch for best practices in mobile local advertising. This will include large and small 
advertisers.  

“We’ve been able to get strong traction with national and SMB advertisers and show 
strong engagement rates,” says Tang. Now we can move outside our own apps and 
tap into a broader ecosystem by marrying Drive-To advertising with ThinkNear’s 
technology.”  

For large brand advertisers specifically, it will be important for Scout to prove ROI and 
counter their slow adoption to mobile advertising. As mentioned, much of this results 
from advertisers’ habitual nature of applying desktop metrics to mobile advertising.  

As desktop conversions skew towards e-commerce, it’s not a fitting success metric in 
mobile where conversions happen offline. Ad models like Drive-To could prove more 
tangible ROI to advertisers with better indication of conversions where they’re actually 
happening (offline).  

“One of the frustrations that advertisers have is investing dollars in mobile and not 
getting a clear ROI,” says Tang. “As we marry capabilities with ThinkNear, we’ll see 
not only ads that scale but [those that] demonstrate a stronger ROI – a key pain point 
in mobile advertising.”  

The Weakest Link: Location Data 

Besides advertiser resistance to change, another barrier to the development and 
adoption of location targeted mobile ads is data integrity. In other words, there is 
sometimes difficulty capturing a user’s precise location in order to target ads 
effectively.  

Verve Wireless, xAd and JiWire each report that true location targeting – defined 
by lat/long level accuracy – only happens in 10 percent of mobile local ads. The rest 
defer to desktop methods such as reverse IP lookups, which can be very imprecise or 
downright inaccurate.  

Here the science diverges between mobile Web and native apps. Native apps 
generally have more direct access to resident device hardware such as the GPS chip. 
But in many smartphone platforms (such as iOS), users must opt in to share their 
precise location. 
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Figure 22: iOS Location Sharing Opt-in 

 
(Source: Mylocalwinestore.com 2012) 

Given these and other challenges of collecting the right location data, there appears 
to be a weak link in the overall value chain of location based ad targeting. This has 
also led to confusion about what “location based ad targeting” actually means.  

Some advertisers with tendencies towards desktop habit creep will define local 
targeting as geo-targeting via IP address. That can tell you what part of the country 
someone is in -- hardly a level of precision that anyone should get excited about.  

Meanwhile, in mobile search, geographic modifiers in search queries can be used to 
determine user intent and thus more relevant results. This is an important area of 
mobile local advertising, but exempt from many of the challenges we’ll discuss in this 
section.  

Display ads conversely come with geo-targeting challenges because users’ location 
isn’t as explicit as it is in search. However, local intent can sometimes be inferred from 
users’ presence within a location-centric app like Yelp. Coupled with GPS, this can do 
the trick.  

Location targeted ads can also involve local ad copy and calls to action, such as the 
click-to-call or map links examined earlier. It can also involve geo-fenced ad 
placement which matches a device's position to an advertiser's defined service radius. 

Many of these methods utilize GPS but this can be at the mercy of whatever app 
publishers are collecting and passing along to ad networks or ad servers. This is 
where the above user opt-in comes into play ("This app would like to use your 
location.") 

But even with a reliable and precise lat/long reading, there can still be missing 
context, such as deeper data to pinpoint location-related variables. These include 
things like user profiles, intent and predicted behavior, which is where things start to 
get interesting.  
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Local Meets “Big Data” 

A new batch of companies is bringing more data into the picture by layering in things 
like historical behavior, demographics, or users' movements from place to place. The 
goal is to bring more context to a given device, or to a spot on the map. Call it big 
data meets local. 

“Demographic information, including age ranges [and] geographies, can be valuable 
predictors,” Localeze CEO Jeff Beard told BIA/Kelsey. “Yet, if you can merge this 
information with socio-economic and lifestyle data such as affluence and shopping 
trends; businesses can build a much more precise privacy-friendly profile for 
targeting.” 

The emerging sector includes startups like Placed, PlaceIQ, and Sense Networks. 
These join mobile local ad networks building similar systems in-house, including xAd, 
YP and Moasis. Moasis, for example, creates an intelligent Geo-grid for precise 
location targeting.  

Figure 23: Moasis: Bringing Location to Life 

 
(Source: Moasis 2012) 

Advertisers can choose the grids that are appropriate for their targeted customers, 
service areas or various other campaign objectives. They can also do so at scale by 
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selecting grids across the United States. Grid size is smaller in urban areas where 
locus of relevance narrows.  

xAd also boosted its internal capability for location analytics and ad targeting last 
month with the launch of SmartLocation and SmartFencing. These help national 
advertisers better narrow their campaigns to hit the right geographic and behavioral 
targets.  

SmartLocation applies an algorithm to sharpen the precision of location signals and 
avoid some of the false readings common in location based ad targeting. 
SmartFencing meanwhile makes geo-fences less static by arraying myriad real time 
behavioral data sets. 

These can dynamically adjust advertisers campaigns based on things like users’ 
tendency to travel certain distances for certain products at certain times of day or 
weather conditions. As a result, targeted geo-fences can accordingly adjust in size and 
scope, on the fly.  

Similarly, Verve Wireless CMO Greg Hallinan reported at BIA/Kelsey’s December 2012 
ILM West Conference that Verve can adjust and optimize the size of a targeted radius 
based on the degree of confidence in the location signals pulled from the mobile 
device, and other factors. 

Figure 24: Verve – Variable Location Targeting Based on Accuracy 

 
(Source: Verve Wireless 2012) 

Sense Networks, meanwhile aggregates data in order to build profiles of user groups 
and their tendencies to be in specific locations. The company also innovates in areas 
like “place retargeting.” As sounds, this is like online display retargeting but in the 
physical world. 

“Marketers want to market to people,” says Sense CEO, David Peterson. “If you’re 
targeting someone in Grand Central Station, is it a cab driver? A backpacker? A 
commuter? That’s where geo-fencing falls down.” 

Location data provider Placed agrees. It works with app developers and publishers to 
allow them to get a better sense of what their users are doing in the offline world. 
This can be vital information for product research, market intelligence, or effective ad 
targeting. 
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For example, users of a given app can be measured to see that in the aggregate,  
8 percent are likely to be near a McDonald’s or 12 percent are likely to be near a 
Starbucks. This has marketing implications for these chains (or their competitors), not 
to mention ad targeting. 

“This lets publishers report to media buyers that their audience is twice as likely to 
visit Whole Foods as Safeway,” Placed CEO David Shim told BIA/Kelsey, “or prefers 
Macy’s to Nordstrom, or their most frequented bank is Chase.” 

Beyond ad targeting, ongoing behavioral tracking can measure campaign 
performance. Given that user behavior and proximity to real world locations can be 
measured, showing up at a store after seeing an ad now becomes a bit more 
transparent in the aggregate. 

Figure 25: Placed – Combining Location with Context 

 
(Source: Placed 2012) 

Its newest “Panels” feature lets publishers take that a step further by forming groups 
whose location and behavior are tracked pervasively. Think comScore panels for 
offline; the goal is to pull in all kinds of data about how users bounce around the 
physical world. 

This goes far beyond location analytics such as check-ins or periodic ad requests. 
Tracking location in a more pervasive way can give app publishers richer mosaic of 
location information and user behavior, as they bounce from place to place in the 
physical world. 
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The Location Graph 

JiWire is another example of location analytics, given the recent launch of its 
"Location Graph." In short, this is a tool to draw correlations between location and 
behavior. It does this by profiling users based on the patterns of where they are and 
where they've been.  

These profiles are used for predictive modeling around future behavior, and thus what 
contextual and demographic ad targeting will most resonate. The result so far has 
been a 30 percent to 40 percent lift in ad performance over geo-fencing alone, the 
company claims.  

"There are audience solutions out there, and location solutions from a geo-targeting 
perspective," JiWire CEO David Staas told BIA/Kelsey. "Both fail to take into account 
historical usage patterns. Just like social graphs look at interconnectedness of people, 
[our] patterns show linkages between places." 

Figure 26: JiWire’s Location Graph – A Social Graph for Places 

 
(Source: JiWire 2012) 

For example, Jiwire's data have indicated that people who visit the zoo have a high 
likelihood of also visiting family restaurants. Separately, 60 percent of women eat at 
the same three restaurants each month. The list goes on and on. 

The company accomplishes this by utilizing all the data it has been compiling for years 
including profiles of 500 million devices and 3 billion location tags. This all comes 
together to form these individual user profiles (think moms, students, business 
travelers, etc.). 
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Location: A Proxy for Demographics 

Similar to Sense’s David Peterson’s argument, many contend that geo-fencing alone 
falls short. Why target all users that step within a defined geographic boundary, when 
emerging data sets can further segment the demographics that specific advertisers 
want to reach? 

However, a classic trade off in mobile local advertising dictates that the more you 
divide audiences, the more you segment yourself out of impressions. That's especially 
a problem for brand advertisers that place a lot of value in sheer reach, as mentioned 
earlier. 

Figure 27: JiWire’s Location Graph Brings Audience Profiling to Locations 

 
(Source: JiWire 2012) 

JiWire’s Staas answers this with the assertion that audience profiling speaks the 
language that large advertisers know: demographic targeting. This frames it as buying 
certain audiences – which they've been doing for years and is the “language” they 
speak. 

Sense of Scale 

The scalability challenge still looms: segmenting audiences can sacrifice the campaign 
reach that brand advertisers hold so dear. According to Moasis founder Ryan Golden, 
this can be accomplished by maintaining national scale, while targeting specific ads at 
local geo-grids or what Moasis refers to in its trademarked term as a “Parcell.” 
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Scale can also be accomplished by large ad networks such as Millennial Media. The 
scale advantage of these networks usually comes without precise location targeting, 
but Millennial is moving towards bringing together the best of both worlds with its 
mMedia product. 

This is a self-serve dashboard for advertisers to administer their campaigns, including 
location targeting. Based on publisher network reach, it can achieve scale within 
advertiser defined geographic “polygons”, as shown in this example for a grocery 
chain campaign.  

Figure 28: Millennial Media: Achieving Scale and Location 

 
(Source: Millennial Media 2012) 

“It can be very accurate, especially with lat/long information,” said Millennial’s Henry 
Tam. “Location-based relevancy seems to have a huge impact on CTRs.” 

Jiwire’s Staas meanwhile contends the Location Graph can achieve scale: Once it 
identifies user profiles, they can then be messaged wherever they are – thus 
transcending geographic inhibitors, and achieving that coveted campaign reach. 

"Ten percent of mobile advertising has true location targeting," Staas said. "We can 
use that to power the location graph and create user profiles to then reach the 
additional 90 percent of ad inventory. Once I know an individual is a mom, I can 
reach [her] any time, any place." 

Native Advertising  

Designing products and content delivery around the mobile device’s unique properties 
has been referenced throughout this report as “native development.” Also known as 
“mobile first” it is proving to be a key success factor in mobile. Local targeting is just 
one example.  
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Another good example of native development in advertising is Apple’s iAd. Though 
it’s a bit before its time, it designs ads to run seamlessly within app experiences and 
tap into some of the native capabilities of the device (e.g., GPS, accelerometer, etc.).  

This not only provides media-rich experiences – which brands look for – but it doesn’t 
whisk users away from apps in order to launch links in the browser. This standard 
practice is cumbersome for users, and results in app publishers actually sending users 
away.  

We’ll see more innovation like iAd to build ad units that reside wholly within the app. 
It’s an advertiser-centric move (more interactive ads), a user-centric move (less 
bouncing around between apps), and a developer-centric move (keep users within 
your app longer). 

Foursquare is another example of native advertising. In the past few years, it’s done 
relatively little to monetize the large engaged audience it has aggregated. This has 
started to change recently, as it begins to apply lots of user data towards intelligent 
ad delivery. 

This first materialized with the July launch of Promoted Updates and Promoted 
Specials. These let advertisers pay on a CPA basis for geo-targeted messages and 
deals to be pushed through Foursquare Radar and the “Explore Tab” that’s central to 
the user experience. 

Promoted Updates let companies distribute messages about new products or 
availability. Promoted Specials are similar but involve particular redeemable deals. 
They’re both currently available to 20 partners including Gap, Best Buy, Hilton, and 
Walgreens.  

With data on its side, Foursquare stresses that it’s going for maximum relevance and 
minimal disruption to an erstwhile ad-free user experience. That relevance and natural 
integration with the app’s local discovery functions should boost ad performance. 

It will accomplish this by only showing these promotions when users are in proximity 
to a business, and when offers/products match their inferred interest. The latter is 
governed by users’ past check-ins, to-do lists, friends’ recommendations and other 
behavioral data. 

The success metrics from this effort aren’t yet known. Its general model is emblematic 
of the native advertising attributes that are showing success in the early days of 
mobile local advertising. 
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Figure 29: Foursquare’s Promoted Updates and Promoted Specials 

    

 
(Source: Foursquare 2012) 
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Facebook Leads the Way 

Facebook is perhaps the most important company to watch for native advertising 
strategies. Its first step in this direction is Sponsored Stories – an organically 
generated ad unit within the mobile news feed, where there isn’t “sidebar” inventory 
like there is on the desktop.  

For those unfamiliar, Sponsored Stories allow advertisers to boost the distribution of 
existing Facebook user engagement. That can include user actions such as liking a 
brand, commenting on a product, watching a movie trailer, or playing a game. 

The key differentiator is that these are real user actions, rather than contrived brand 
messaging. Advertisers are simply paying to boost the permanence or distribution of 
those actions. This can include longer duration in news feeds or wider social graph 
distribution.   

Figure 30: Facebook Sponsored Stories (A.K.A. News Feed Ads) 

 
(Source: Facebook 2012) 

Facebook has said that any user will see 16 percent of their friends’ activity on 
average (due to time decay and the Edge Rank algorithm). So brand-oriented 
engagement carries the same percentage of distribution in the news feed.  

Sponsored Stories essentially allows advertisers to boost that 16 percent by offering 
more permanence and distribution throughout the social graph. But the key is that the 
ad unit itself, again, results from a genuine user interaction with a brand. 

The way these messages integrate with the user experience in a natural way is 
showing early signs of success. According to TBG Digital, Sponsored Stories are 
showing an eCPM of $9.86, compared with desktop news feed ads ($3.72) and 
desktop sidebar ads ($0.74). 
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This comes with far less volume than comparative desktop benchmarks, so Facebook 
will have to figure out optimal fill rates that walk a fine line between monetization and 
user experience. Meanwhile, these figures are a powerful early sign of ad 
effectiveness. 

Look for Facebook to launch new mobile monetization, including payments, gifting, 
and an "off-site" ad network. For the latter, Facebook will use Open Graph data to 
serve targeted ads on other sites and apps. Think of it as AdSense for mobile (and it 
will be huge).  

Table 6: Facebook Mobile News Feed Ads vs. Desktop Benchmarks  

 
(Source: TBG Digital 2012) 

Besides demonstrating the qualities of native development – a key success factor in 
mobile – Facebook is mentioned here to firmly plant its mobile efforts on the radar 
screen of anyone reading this report. Findings from the company’s work in this area 
will be worth watching. 

This comes down to Facebook’s reach and influence (i.e., half a billion active global 
mobile users). Its ability to acclimate users and advertisers to different ad delivery 
formats will have a big impact on where standards develop in this nascent 
marketplace.  

This goes for both location targeting, and broader mobile content development 
strategies. Anyone interested in plugging into Facebook’s development ecosystem; or 
simply learning where mobile ad standards will go, should watch Facebook closely. 
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Figure 31: Facebook Mobile News Feed Ads In Action 

 

(Source: RAAK 2012) 

Conclusion: Leading Indicators 

Native development is demonstrating success in building mobile products suited to the 
device and use case. But it’s important to recognize there will be some resistance to 
native development because it represents a departure from the status quo. For 
advertisers, this will manifest in campaign creation, objectives and measurement.  

Put a different way, advertiser behavior tends to trail product innovation and user 
adoption (in that order). This goes for all of the mobile campaign components 
outlined in this report, including those that focus on location targeting and calls-to-
action. 

Though these represent campaign strategies that boost relevance, performance and 
premiums, Madison Avenue has a knack for habit creep. This includes desktop 
campaign objectives and measurements, such as focusing too much on clicks and 
impressions.  

One example is how location targeting can segment an audience to the extent of 
sacrificing sheer reach – a longstanding campaign goal for national advertisers. So the 
concept of precise targeting to the right (albeit smaller) audience hasn’t resonated en 
masse.  

Meanwhile, like early stages of any medium, mobile is measured in the language of its 
predecessors. This is why the CTR is often used in measuring performance (as it is in 
many above examples); and campaigns are often bought and sold in terms of CPCs 
and CPMs.  

These traditional metrics shouldn’t go away, but we’ll see others that better capture 
user activity. For example, metrics will emerge around secondary actions examined 
above, such as CPA pricing that measure activity and ROI closer to the point of sale.  
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We’re already seeing some evidence of this but it will continue to evolve with closed-
loop metrics like barcode scans, deals and mobile payments. These will increasingly 
reflect the realities of the path to purchase – weaving in and out of a fragmented set 
of touch points.  

Other impactful factors include social signals and purchase data via mobile payments. 
The former will influence purchases while the latter tracks them. These will be the 
areas to examine next, logically flowing from the ad positioning strategies examined in 
this report.  

As these individual pieces evolve and come together, we will get closer to the holy 
grail of closed loop conversion tracking and true advertising ROI assessment. For 
national and local advertisers alike, this could finally overcome John Wanamaker’s 
famous dilemma: “Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is I 
don't know which half.” 
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Appendix I:  
                 Migration of Mobile Ad Spend Begins with Larger Advertisers 

One of the central tenants BIA/Kelsey observes in digital product adoption is that 
national and regional advertisers adopt new digital products faster than small 
businesses.  

The reasons have less to do with account sophistication – although there is an 
element of that. It results more from these companies’ large marketing budgets, and 
the savvy direct sales representatives that call on them.  

The reasons are varied but have a lot to do with these company’s large marketing 
budgets, the regional/national agencies that serve them and influence from the 
savvier premise sales representatives. 

Sales teams are adept at making money by managing their own productivity. Premise 
sales reps, either working directly with the account or through ad agencies, know that 
selling a single national chain is far more profitable than selling an equivalent number 
of single location small businesses.  

The latter is fraught with difficultly in reach and scale, and also in terms of SMBs 
limited budgets and comparatively high churn.  

The role of the ad agency in this ecosystem cannot be ignored. Agencies often 
recommend that their larger clients set up experimental budgets that allow them to 
dabble in new platforms. Often newer market entrants are invited to make 
presentations inside the account groups. Assuming that the product blends well with 
the existing media mix or enhances access to a desirable group of potential 
customers, a chance exists that the agency might find budget to fund a trial.   

These experiments often are often the way that newer firms get to demonstrate the 
power of their offer. If the agency can demonstrate ROI to the customer via these 
new offers, the chances greatly improve for that product/service to get a budget all its 
own and make it into the ongoing media mix.  

For these reasons, we look to national and larger regional marketers as a precursor to 
where the mobile marketing segment will move over the next few years.  

We tend to see these larger companies roughly 18 to 24 months ahead of SMBs 
product adoption. For example, national chains like Starbucks adopt and test 
technology at a faster rate than the corner coffee shop.  

These corner coffee shops, however, tend to look at national chains like Starbucks as 
competition. We see an emulation of chain store strategies emerge from the SMB 
base some 18 to 24 months later.  

There are some exceptions, however. Facebook, for example, achieved SMB and 
national scale simultaneously in less than a two-year period. Intuit likewise targets 
smaller businesses.  
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Regardless of the few outliers, BIA/Kelsey sees this adoption in other markets that are 
pertinent to the central thesis. The adoption of paid search, for example, is a strong 
corollary for mobile advertising uptake. 

Table 7: Paid Local Search vs. Print Yellow Pages Account Mix (2008) 

 Yellow Pages Paid Local Search 

National Account Revenue 
(targeted locally) 

15 percent 85 percent 

SMB Revenue 85 percent 15 percent 

(Source: BIA Kelsey 2012) 

BIA/Kelsey has carefully observed Google and Yahoo Search Marketing push into top 
tier national and regional accounts to drive the search market. The results present 
clear evidence of how accounts and dollars flow to digital media.  

As the above chart illustrates, Yellow Pages by 2008 had built an enormous SMB base 
that contributed 85 percent of all print revenues. Paid search was nearly the polar 
opposite; the segment’s growth relied heavily on larger national brands and larger 
regional players to fill local paid search coverage.  

The paid search market is successful because of its high degree of ad coverage. For 
any given search, multiple advertisers will be relevant to the query. The same will 
need to be true for mobile with the caveat that geo-spatial ad targeting in mobile 
requires even greater relevance and therefore more local advertisers.  

As examined elsewhere in this report, mobile local targeting will be central to 
monetization. But as far as SMBs go, we believe it will take some time for adoption to 
reach levels to serve consumers the most relevant business advertiser for a given 
query. Today, there are simply not enough advertisers to cover the consumer usage. 
In economic terms, this means consumer queries go un-monetized.  

Regardless, BIA/Kelsey strongly believes that time and usage trends are on the side of 
mobile advertising. The central question is what adoption will look like. The answer 
lies within our proprietary small business research, Local Commerce Monitor, which 
reveals trends and spending patterns by category for small and large businesses.  

The Budget: Follow the Money 

LCM contains a core sample of SMB advertisers, as well as larger businesses (i.e., 
those spending at least $25 thousand in advertising per year), which we term “Plus 
Spenders.” For 2012, these Plus Spenders have an average annual ad spend of 
$222,435. This compares with the core sample’s annual ad budgets of $2,900. The 
$222,435 figure reflects the entire Plus Spenders sample. Excluding outliers, Plus 
Spenders’ average annual spend is $82,000. 

Plus Spenders apply an additional $26,712 per year on website related expenditures. 
This “presence spend” is growing at an annual CAGR of 29 percent. Year over year ad 
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spend is conversely down 3 percent in 2012. This shift in spending patterns reveals 
what is ahead.  

If we look at year over year budgetary changes for digital ad spend, we see a 
staggering statistic. Last year, Plus Spender companies increased their digital share of 
ad spend 20 percent. Almost all of this came at the expense of traditional media. This 
shift pegs interactive budgets at 30 percent of the total expenditures in 2012 versus 
25 percent from 2011.  

In short, these Plus Spenders have robust marketing expenditures and are becoming 
much more aggressive online, and especially across individual ad segments. Further, 
70 percent of their advertising budgets are still allocated traditional media. This is a 
clear tailwind for interactive companies, especially mobile. We expect these dollars to 
continue to flow into digital, including mobile.  

Figure 32: Plus Spenders: The Percentage of Ad Budgets for Digital Media 

 

(Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders, Q3/2012) 
Note: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders , Q3/2012 (and prior waves, if relevant). Methodology: Online panels. Findings 

may not be statistically significant. Most questions are asked to the full sample of approximately 300 in each Wave. 
However, where the sample size less than 300, that question has been asked of a subset of the full sample. 

It’s important to remember that these are the advertisers that were first to adopt 
interactive marketing such as paid search. Though it’s arguable whether or not they 
are moving dollars to the right places or for the right reasons, the fact is that they’re 
mobile advertising’s early adopters. The reason is rooted the premise sales channel 
(in-person engagement) that brings new products to their attention. 
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The Importance of Premise Sales 

A majority (55.6 percent) of CMOs and marketing decision-makers tell us that premise 
sales representatives are “somewhat important” or “very important” in helping to 
decide their product marketing strategy. Premise reps are viewed more as marketing 
partners in high-end accounts.  

This pales in comparison to the 64 percent of SMBs who report to us that “clear easy 
instructions” for self-serve advertising is their preference. In short, they would prefer 
not to be sold or bothered by sales reps.  

Figure 33: Importance of a Premise Sales Person 

 
(Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders , Q3/2012) 

Premise reps that are in charge of large clients are expected to bring new and 
interesting ad solutions to keep these accounts engaged. Those that don’t accomplish 
this, tend to lose accounts to other premise reps.  

Mobile is certainly one of a new breed of key products. We now have two potent 
forces to push mobile advertising across large accounts: (1) robust marketing budgets 
and; (2) Plus Spenders’ stated preference for direct premise rep interaction.  

Mobile Spend: Small But Growing 

Given these and other factors BIA/Kelsey expects mobile advertiser adoption to be 
greater among Plus Spenders than SMBs.  
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To support this premise, LCM data indicates that a full 44 percent of Plus Spenders 
are currently using mobile marketing. This compares to 19.3 percent of all SMBs 
(including Plus Spenders).  

If we remove Plus Spenders from the sample, we see an even greater disparity. 
Looking at only SMBs, 15 percent use at least a single mobile ad channel. The 3X 
difference is a gap that will close. As it does, the challenge of mobile monetization – 
such as poor ad coverage – will be overcome and we will see even greater product 
innovation.  

Figure 34: Plus Spenders Familiarity with Mobile Marketing 

 

 (Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders, Q3 2012) 
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Figure 35: SMB Familiarity with Mobile Marketing 

 
 (Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders, Q3/2012) 

BIA/Kelsey also sees a striking difference in the likelihood of near-term mobile 
adoption among Plus Spenders. Of those that do not use mobile advertising, 25.6 
percent report that they will begin doing so in the next 12 months. We also know 
from sales channel audits and premise rep interviews that, they’ve been increasingly 
aggressive in pushing mobile advertising.  
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Figure 36: Plus Spender Anticipated Mobile Adoption 

 

Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders (Q3/2012) 

Acceleration of Mobile Spend is Around the Corner 

In terms of sheer dollars and digital budget allocation, Plus Spenders are leading the 
way, but everyone is basically dabbling at this point.  

Today, Plus Spenders use a meager 4.7 percent of their annual ad budgets for mobile. 
This equates to roughly $10,400 per year. When we consider the gap between mobile 
usage and ad spend examined throughout this report, it’s reasonable to expect mobile 
ad revenues to more than triple over the next four to five years. 

By this measure, we would cap the upper limit of mobile spend at 10 percent of Plus 
Spender budgets. This implies that core SMBs will quadruple their ad spend from 
where it is today.  

Table 8: Mobile Expenditures As A Percentage of Total Ad Budget 

  Percent of Budget to Mobile All Other Ad Expenditures 

Plus Spenders 4.7 95.3 

Core SMBs 2.4 97.6 

 (Source: LCM Wave 16, Q3/2012) 
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Categories: The Coming Ad Shift 

If the dynamics of online advertising have taught us anything it is that shifts in 
consumer usage lead the shifts in ad spend. Further, online consumer behavior 
(creates) opportunities for vertical specialization.  

For example, if you want to reach travel consumers it is effective to target them 
directly on paid search or online display. This means that for vertical companies, ad 
buys are extremely efficient because you are not buying an entire geography to reach 
a subset of people. The local ad market is, of course, made up of thousands of 
vertical categories.  

Plus Spender Paid Search and Banner Usage by Category 

The following two charts provide a rough guide for BIA/Kelsey’s expected mobile 
search and display ad growth. This takes into account the fact that companies that 
buy paid search will be automatically added into paid mobile search. Therefore, we 
can expect category penetration of mobile to roughly follow this trend.  

Figure 37: Plus Spender Display Advertising by Category 

 

(Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders, Q3/2012) 
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Mobile Adoption By Category 

A comparison of paid search and banner usage by category shows similar patterns to 
current Mobile usage. There are some discrepancies that we attribute to inventory 
challenges. In some places, it’s hard to get enough quality volume. In other areas 
such as revenue-rich core Yellow Pages categories, we see premise sales reps gearing 
up for large mobile pushes.  

Figure 38. Plus Spender Mobile Advertising Adoption by Category 

 
(Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders. Q3 2012) 

Year-over-Year Category Changes  

Based on these and other observations, BIA/Kelsey projects large Plus Spender mobile 
advertising growth within certain categories.  

For example, among advertisers in the telecommunications sector, mobile advertising 
grew 2,123 percent year-over-year. Fitness grew at 1,577 percent. Restaurants 
surprisingly dropped 4.7 percent, but this is a small change in light of the sample’s 
margin of error. The larger point is that these growth rates are indicative of what is 
coming.  
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Figure 39. Year over Year Growth in Mobile Ad Spend by Select Category 

 
(Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders 2012) 

Based on these data as well as interviews and other research data, BIA/Kelsey has 
estimated which categories will see the greatest mobile advertising adoption in the 
next 24 months. These are represented in the chart below. 
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Figure 40. Expected Mobile Ad Adoption by Category 

 
(Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012) 

ROI and Early Adopters 

Early adopters as a group tend to be happy with their decisions to buy new products 
or try new services. BIA/Kelsey sees this consistently in proprietary. Advertisers that 
buy early report higher level of satisfaction. In mobile advertising, we are still in the 
early adopter phase overall. 

In what is arguably a small sample – a dataset that we should interpret as directional 
rather than statistically accurate – BIA/Kelsey sees that mobile ad spenders favorably 
rate the medium’s ROI. This is indicated in the chart below.  

We’ve seen a similar early adopter dynamic in other digital advertising media. As a 
medium gains wider acceptance and usage, reported ROI tends to drop. It’s a 
casualty of mass-market adoption that we expect to play out in mobile.  

It is important to remember, however, that there is enough excitement around mobile 
advertising to see sufficient uptake throughout the general SMB population.  

This is a key takeaway from the above data, as early adopters have primed the 
market.  
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Figure 41. ROI Assessment of Mobile Ad Media 

 

(Source: LCM Wave 16 Plus Spenders, Q3 2012) 

A Cautionary Note on Mobile Display 

BIA/Kelsey has written extensively about the importance of phone calls for local 
businesses.4  

Advertisers report ROI and preference for phone calls that outshines any other single 
lead source. In one way, phone calls are the great equalizer, as most local interactive 
campaigns end with the phone ringing.  

A recent study by call based advertising provider Marchex suggests that SMB mobile 
display advertising is ineffective. The company buys large quantities of Internet traffic 
for partners like YP.com (formerly AT&T interactive), and converts that traffic into 
telephone calls. A single high quality call representing a new customer lead is valued 
at $300 on average, according to Marchex.  

As a comparison, at a one half of one percent conversion rate, $300 is roughly 50 
percent higher than the average cost of a new lead from direct mail, which is a 
leading local advertising spending category. If that number holds, expect mobile 
display to suffer in the long run as more efficient channels open.  

This is one of many dynamics that drives BIA/Kelsey’s projections of mobile 
advertising growth by format. Search will be the leading category throughout our 

                                                

4 See Report: Call-Based Ads: Eliminating the Unknown from Advertising, June 2012 
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forecast period, due to its high intent-driven nature, and ability to generate high 
quality leads for local businesses. This will include phone leads, as examined above.  

Figure 42. Mobile Local Advertising Growth by Format 

 
(Source: BIA/Kelsey 2012) 

The data present a cautionary tale for mobile display advertising. Advertisers are 
buying interactive segments, including mobile, because they want high performance. 
If it turns out better ROI results from mobile search, dollars will clearly flow in that 
direction.  

There are parallels and leading indicators in online advertising – where paid search 
makes up roughly 50 percent revenue. This is especially true for local advertising 
where intent-driven “directional” media like search or Print Yellow Pages tend to show 
superior eCPMs and growth rates.  
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Figure 43. The Cost of Quality Leads 

 
(Source: Marchex 2012) 
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Verve Wireless 

WHERE 

xAd 

Yelp 

YP 
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Glossary of Terms 

 

ARPU  

Acronym for average revenue per user, this is a standard metric for many consumer 
facing online services. Revenue measured under ARPU can be from advertising, user 
subscriptions, affiliate distribution, and many other sources 

Check-ins 

First popularized by Foursquare, the location check-in is mobile feature that let users 
establish and communicate their location. It can be used for social reasons, game 
mechanics (gain points), and to unlock rewards through loyalty programs. The feature 
has been extended beyond mobile local services to include check-ins to virtual or 
abstract entities such as television shows.  

Chicken & Egg Challenge 

Riffing on the old joke and philosophical brain teaser of the same name, the chicken 
and egg challenge is frequently used in reference to inherent challenges in local 
media. Specifically a fragmented base of advertisers makes it challenging for local 
content aggregators to build comprehensive experiences that attract users en masse 
(i.e.,local business reviews). Conversely, local merchant involvement and advertising 
are challenging to build without having first aggregated a large user base.  

CPA 

Acronym for cost per action, this broad term refers to advertising models that go 
beyond clicks and impressions to instead measure and monetize other forms of 
conversions. These can include things such as calls, customer arrivals, or coupon-
tracked transactions. 

CPC 

Acronym for cost per click, this simply refers to advertising models that charge a 
certain price for every click to an advertiser’s site. This is most prevalent in search and 
is usually governed by a bid-based marketplace that determines variable pricing for 
certain keywords. 

CPM  

Acronym for cost per thousand (the M is for the Roman numeral for 1000), it is most 
commonly seen in impression-based advertising such as online display, television or 
print media. The metric applies a price for every thousand measurable views to a 
given ad. 

CTR 

Acronym for click through rate, this measures the rate at which an online or mobile ad 
is clicked. That ratio takes into account the number of clicks versus the number of 
times a given ad was loaded. 

Drive-To Advertising 

Pioneered by local search and navigation company Telenav, this ad model is based on 
tracking how often ad impressions or clicks resulted in a drive to an advertiser’s 
physical location. 
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eCPM 

Acronym for effective cost per thousand, this is a more granular form of CPM. Instead 
of only measuring the price paid for a thousand impressions, it takes into account 
factors such as the performance of these ads (including clicks) to see what the 
advertiser ended up paying for each thousand impressions after a campaign has run. 
eCPM is an effective way to normalize dissimilar campaigns to create a comparable 
metric despite disparate variables.  

GoMo 

This is Google’s effort to increase the number of business websites that are optimized 
for mobile devices and browsers.  It has subsidized the fees for many mobile website 
builders, including Duda mobile, to accelerate this effort. This is a loss leader for 
Google to boost the utility of the mobile web, whose user friendliness is anticipated to 
correlate to more search activity (as opposed to native apps where search isn’t used 
as much).  

John Wanamaker 

John Wanamaker was a 19th century U.S. merchant, religious leader, civic and political 
figure. He’s considered by some to be the father of modern advertising and is best 
known for his quote (cited in this report): “Half the money I spend on advertising is 
wasted; the trouble is I don't know which half.” 

KPI 

Acronym for key performance indicator, it is the general term for metrics used within 
specific industries to establish and benchmark quality standards.  

Location Targeting 

As its name implies, this refers to content and advertising whose placement is 
specifically meant to be seen by individuals in specific geographic areas. This is the 
general definition that governs all of the “local media” that BIA/Kelsey covers and 
forecasts twice per year. In mobile, location targeting tactics are a bit more granular 
than other local media, due to the location tracking capabilities of the device. The 
state of the art is however a moving target as data sets increasingly become available 
to target with more precision. Advertiser adoption of these technologies is also a 
gating factor to their prevalence.  

Native Advertising 

Also known as “mobile first,” this is the design principle that attempts to create mobile 
products and content delivery that is optimal for the device’s form factor and use case 
(i.e., portability, high commercial intent). This is a backlash to many mobile products 
that simply port smaller versions of legacy products on the desktop, rather than 
rethinking their design for an entirely new medium. 

Open Graph 

This is Facebook’s communication network patched together by different verbs with 
which users can self-identify their status. For example, the “Like” button was the first 
form of Open Graph activities. More will be introduced over time such as “watched,” 
“ate,” “want” and other verbs that will form an interlinked taxonomy for sentiment 
throughout the social graph.  

Parcell 

This is a term trademarked by mobile local ad targeting firm Moasis. Somewhat similar 
to the more generic “parcel” this is a defined area of land. For Moasis however, Parcell 
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takes form in its geo-grid mobile local advertising construct that lets companies define 
specific squares on a grid that they’d like to target in their campaigns. Ads will show 
up only to users that are known to be within those areas of intended impression 
(governed by GPS and other location identification technologies). 

ROI 

Simply put, this stands for return on investment. It is one of the most definitive and 
prevalent metrics for measuring the effectiveness of advertising and marketing 
investments. 

Sponsored Stories Profile under Facebook section 

Otherwise known as news feed ads, these are currently Facebook’s most prevalent 
form of mobile monetization. These are ad units which are genuine user interactions 
with a given brand. These are distributed throughout the social graph naturally; 
however advertisers can choose to pay to have them carry more permanence and 
prominence on users’ news feeds. Their effectiveness is a function of their placement 
within the central news feed (as opposed to the sidebar), and the organic manner in 
which they’re generated (genuine user actions). 
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